


A new festival dedicated to contemporary digital
films that explore and celebrate identity crisis in 
our diverse Asian/Pacific Islander community.

TICKETS
Opening night, Oct. 1 will be $8. Following nights will be free to National Museum 
members and $5 for non-members. A festival pass may also be purchased for $30 to 
attend all screening and events. Tickets can be purchased on-site, but cash only.

LOCATION

All screenings will be at the Democracy Forum in the National Center for the Preserva-
tion of Democracy. The building is located at 111 N. Central Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 
90012 (directly across the National Museum’s courtyard).



October 1st
opening night

Sunsets
Opening Film

World Premiere
New Cut

Retrospective

Seikaku
Short film

Sunsets — 8pm
Sunsets, the first feature by filmmakers Michael Aki and Giant Robot’s Eric 
Nakamura, opens the festival with a brand new cut. Premiered as part of 
the Class of 1997 at the San Francisco International Asian American Film 
Festival over a decade ago, Sunsets has never been commercially released. 
ID Film Fest presents this rare opportunity to look at this first  
feature by two talented filmmakers. 
 
Shot on grainy black and white 16mm film, the very medium of rebel cin-
ema, Sunsets chronicles the ennui, drunken bouts and petty crimes of three 
young men, a white trash, a Hispanic and a Japanese American (played 
by filmmaker Idemoto himself) growing up in Watsonville. The film is very 
much a coming-of-age story that is compelling in its purity and rawness.  

Smart, funny and irreverent, this little seen film shows a rare slice of Asian 
American cinema never been attempted before. A critic has asserted that 
the film is “smarter and more credible than anything Gregg Araki has come 
up with.”

Sunsets is preceded by “Seikaku,” a compelling documentary short about a 
Japanese tattoo artist in Los Angeles. The short was produced as a student 
project for UCLA”s Ethnocommunications program.

Opening reception — 10pm

thursday



friday
October 2nd

Three Narrow Gates
U.S. Premiere

King of Spy
U.S. Premiere

Citizen King
U.S. Premiere

Cut Short
Short Film

Three Narrow Gates — 6pm
A young fallen cop, a reporter and a priest cross paths via the murder of a young Chinese pros-
titute. Hong Kong filmmaker Vincent Chui brings us on a suspenseful journey into a complex 
web of political scandals and business deals between the wealthy and the corrupt. Essentially, 
the film captures the paranoia and fear of Hong Kong against political criticism against China. 
Three Narrow Gates is an ambitious and suspenseful low budget political thriller that relies 
more on storytelling than special effects.

Knowing well that he would not be able to distribute the movie in China, Chui made the film 
with a shoestring budget of USD$50,000. Three Narrow Gates is not only a testament to Chui’s 
filmmaking skills. It is also a testament to his commitment and integrity of being an indepen-
dent filmmaker in Hong Kong daring to challenge the unspoken censorship of China.

King of Spy — 8pm
Directed, produced, choreographed, and acted by the Chu brothers, King of Spy is probably 
the most entertaining and cheapest feature to ever come out of Hong Kong. Director Chu Ka 
Yat made this action thriller for price tag of USD$800 with a combination of amateur actors, 
homemade special effects, and extras from Simcity.

King of Spy tells the adventures of a super spy, played by Chu Ka Yat, in search of a mass 
destructive weapon called the Eye of the Sky. A nonstop rollercoaster ride of comic violence and 
99-cents martial arts choreography, King of Spy is a true piece of inspiring independent cinema 
that shows how much you can do with little money and resources. Behind the comic action and 
tongue-in-cheek performances, King of Spy expresses the anxiety toward and critique against 
the lack of democracy of the Chinese government today.

Following King of Spy will be a short film by Jason Tobin about a sleazy reporter who has the 
tables turned on him when an irate celebrity decides to “Cut Short” their interview.

Citizen King – 10 pm
The title of this Hong Kong drama is an obvious take-off of Citizen Cane. Our Citizen King| 
(Johnson Lee) is a down-and-out Chinese actor with the dream of make it in Hollywood because 
Hong Kong just doesn’t get him. King meets a sleazy American producer who promises that if 
King can make an audition tape he will get him set up in Hollywood. King enlists martial arts 
legend Gordon Liu (Kill Bill) to help him create the performance of his lifetime.

Part romance and part black comedy, Citizen King was shot in black and white and in English, 
which are highly atypical for Hong Kong movies. The filmmakers Johnson Lee and Ching Long 
pull together a mix bag of melodrama, black comedy, mocumentary and cinematic homage 
to an ironically compelling feature. Citizen King is truly a hyperbole of Hong Kong’s identity 
crisis—a Chinese movie shot in English, and a good film about a bad actor. The romance be-
tween King and his biggest fan (Farini Chan) is particularly moving. Citizen King is undeniably 
a fascinating and unique item of Hong Kong cinema.



October 3rd
part 1

U.S. Premiere

Strawberry Fields
Retrospective

Short Films

Lovers on the Road — 12 pm
Jessey Tsang’s first feature Lovers on the Road is a quietly observing portrait of a young Hong Kong 
woman who moves with her boyfriend to Beijing. In a foreign city, she explores the city alone while 
her boyfriend is at work. There is a sense of ennui and lost passion in her life. As she meets a young 
Japanese 
 bohemian, the two possible young lovers set on a road trip together and reignite their passion to live.

Lovers on the Road is subtle in style and plot but rich in emotions and atmosphere. The film is most 
effective in portraying a displaced young woman’s  
internal landscape. Lovers on the Road also illuminates the identity crisis of a Hong Kong Chinese both 
emotionally and psychologically lost in mainland China. It is ironic that the main character finds solace 
in a Japanese national rather than a Chinese native, showing the unspeakable psychological  
distance between Hong Kong and China.

Strawberry Fields — 2 pm
In this coming-of-age drama of a Japanese American teenage girl, the brilliant Suzy Nakamura plays 
a rebellious teenager, Irene, growing up in the 70s  
who faces identity crisis and growing pains. On the verge of a divorce, Suzy’s parents have spent time 
in the concentration camp and were very much traumatized by their experiences there.

Trapped and unhappy at home, Irene decides to hit the road with her handsome boyfriend (James Sie) 
to San Francisco and a soul-searching journey begins. The film is very much about memory, trauma 
and the Japanese American identity, a theme that filmmaker Rea Tajiri has previously explored in her 
famed experimental piece “History and Memory.” Intellectually engaging and emotionally moving, 
Strawberry Fields is poised to be a significant contribution in the cinema of Japanese Americans. 
Strawberry Fields was presented at the Venice Film Festival after its premiere at the 1997 San Fran-
cisco International Asian American Film Festival.

Three Japanese American Shorts — 4 p.m. 
“Half Kenneth” is a beautifully made period short drama about two HAPA adolescent brothers escap-
ing from the Japanese concentration camp to look for their Caucasian mother. Filmmaker Ken Ochiai 
produced this short as an AFI thesis film.

“A Song for Ourselves” is a moving short documentary by upcoming filmmaker Tad Nakamura, 
celebrating the life and legacy of the late Asian-American musician-activist Chris Iijima. Showing the 
significant involvement of Asian Americans in the 60s’ civil rights movement, Ijima is an unsung hero 
of America’s progressive political movement.

Starring Sab Shimono, “Pawns of the King” is a short drama about a retired World War II Japanese 
Imperial Navy pilot playing a fateful game of chess against an old enemy, a retired U.S. Army 442nd 
solder, in the park. Filmmaker Ming Lai received the prestigious Panavision New Filmmaker Program 
grant and generous support from Kodak for the production of the short.

saturday

Lovers on the Road



saturday
October 3rd
part 2

Yellow
Retrospective

Shopping for Fangs
Retrospective

Yellow — 6 pm
Yellow reworks the classical teen coming of age drama with a front and 
center cast comprised entirely of young Asian Americans.  On the eve of 
their high school graduation, Sin tells his friends of a near-violent robbery 
while tending to his father’s convenience store.  Fearing his dad’s backlash, 
he and his friends fan out across Los Angeles, concocting outrageous get-
rich-quick schemes, and encountering a wild array of characters, in their 
attempt to replace the loot before sunrise.

Showcasing the talents of new Asian American faces such as John Cho, Lela 
Lee, and Jason Tobin, with a soundtrack comprised of over a dozen Asian 
American bands throughout the U.S., Yellow was the debut feature by USC 
Cinema graduate Chris Chan Lee, who went on to direct his second feature 
Undoing, a neo noir drama featuring another stellar Asian American cast.

Shopping for Fangs — 8 pm 
Probably the only cultish Asian American feature among the Class of 1997, 
Shopping for Fangs is the first feature co-directed by Quentin Lee and Justin 
Lin. Part comedy and part drama with a stylish thriller flare, Shopping for 
Fangs is quintessentially a postmodern collage that pays homage to 90s’ 
cinematic icons such as Wong Ka Wai and Quentin Tarantino.

Trapped in an unhappy marriage, Katherine, a housewife, is having spo-
radic black outs while Phil is having a hair problem that leads him to think 
that he’s turning into a werewolf. Toss into the mix are a wacky lesbian 
waitress in a blonde wig and a gay photographer (played by John Cho) 
who hang out at a San Gabriel Valley diner. These four quirky characters’ 
lives crisscross as this unexpected black comedy unfolds.

Preceding the feature is the horror short “Behind You” by Daric Loo, a fel-
low graduate of UCLA School of Film, Theater and Television with Quentin 
Lee and Justin Lin. “Behind You” is fun slasher short about a masked killer 
in a web chat.

Closing reception — 10pm


